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TRANSLATING ABILITIES BETWEEN ARTFORMS:
Specifically Between Animation and Dance
By: Kris Engelstad
Mentors:
Professor Shane Acker
Professor Jose Garcia-Morena
Professor Adriana Jaroszewicz
Professor Jason Myhre
Translating Abilities Between Artforms: Specifically Between Animation and Dance
is a film thesis as well as a choreographic and research thesis. I set out to investigate the
connection between what kind of work a dancer goes through to refine and get better at
their art and how that same knowledge can be applied to the work done as an animator,
and vice versa to see how the process of what an animator goes through to create a film
can be applied to a dancer's work as well. After connecting these two art forms in this
way, I then set out to test my discoveries by creating a film of my own combing my
choreography and knowledge I have developed as a dance major along with my studies as
an animation major.

During this process, I began to explore different techniques in both animation and dance
and how they could be combined. While working on my thesis, I was able to experience
first ha11d what it takes to make a film from its most early pre-production stages to the
final post-production work and eventually screening the final version of a film in a
theater. I did not constrict myself to only working within the limits of what I already
knew how to do, and a lot of the work I did to complete my thesis involved learning new
techniques and computer programs during the process. Ultimately, I created this thesis to
show one example of how dance and animation could be combined together. Not only

did I want to explore a new way of artistically expressing my ideas through dance and
animation but I wanted to let my talents assist in my exploration and in the creation of a
new way for an audience to view dance. I hope that this thesis will also inspire others to
exploring new ways of combining art forms and open their minds to the limitless
possibilities that exist for them to express their ideas instead of feeling limited to only
certain ideas or techniques.

INTERFERENCE:
Pre-Production
When making a film, its process is usually broken down into thi·ee parts; pre
production, production, and post-production. For my film, Jnte1jerence, the pre
production phase was the part where I spent the most time meticulously planning and
figuring out all the details ofmy film. My work in pre-production started at the end of
my junior year and lasted all through the summer until the end ofthe fall semester my
senior year.
This pre-production phase started with a brainstorm ofideas. I knew from the
beginning that I wanted to combine ideas from my two majors and the final product
would be a film. The first thing I had to consider was what medium my film would be in.
I was contemplating between doing my film in 2-D, 3-D, 2.5-D, pixilation, and possibly
using cut-outs. I had to think about what would be best for the story or concept I was
telling. At this point, I didn't have a solid story or idea yet but I knew I didn't want to do
a 2-D, which is what traditional animation is, because I had already made a film for an
earlier class in 2-D that had choreographed dance scenes in it. I wanted my film to be a
little dark and not so light-hearted because at that point, my choreography was also a little
dark and contorted in its movement style and it is what inspired me. I also knew early on
that I wanted the geme ofmy film to be in the science fiction category. I have always
loved science fiction films and TV shows. I grew up watching Star Wars and Star Trek
and other science fiction media with my family since I was little and the ideas found in
these movies and shows are a constant inspiration to me.

At the beginning of the fall semester my senior year, I began to pitch ideas for
stories in my Sr. Thesis Animation class. It really helped to bounce my ideas off and get
feedback from my peers because after almost four years of taking courses in animation, I
have come to realize that the area I struggle with most is coming up with a solid story. I
can come up with an idea but coming up with solid and interesting story beats is
something I knew I would need some help with. Eventually, I had decided with the help
of my fellow animation peers, that my story would be my own sci-fi twist on Plato's
Allegory of the Cave. My story would have two main characters, both cyborgs, which
work in this machine (but the audience doesn't exactly know what this ma.chine is or its
function). One of the cyborgs would be hooked up to the machine as the power source
and the other would be a mindless drone working away but not really aware of what else
is going on. I knew I wanted the power source to be male-looking in its character design
and the mindless drone to be female-looking in its character design because of the
movement style I could see for each. During the pitching process, I had come to the
conclusion that my film would have no dialogue but the story would be told through
movement I would choreograph for each character. The cyborg representing the power
source becomes aware and is unable to move or get away because he is hooked up to the
machine, so he sends an electrical surge which ends up short circuiting the work station
of the mindless drone pulling her out of her trance, so to speak, and also making her
aware of her surroundings. She then follows this power outage along conduits and wires
throughout the machine and eventually finds the cyborg, which is the power source of
this machine, who is helpless and doesn't know what's going on. Not knowing what to

do, she starts trying to pull him free and in doing so, turns off the machine and herself
included.
When I had finally flushed this out, I started storyboarding and creating my
animatic. An animatic is where a storyboard is taken and timed out to make a rough draft
of the film so to speak so the director can see the pacing and start figuring out the timing
of the story and make chm1ges. After I had gotten the first pass of my animatic done I
realized that there were many things that I was not happy with. One big issue was that I
had originally wanted to mal,e this into a 3-D film but with the time I had to complete
this film, it was just not possible with a little over a semester left. My mentor, Shane
Acker, suggested that my chmacters be live action instead of 3-D. I really liked this idea
because the more I worked on developing this film, the more I realized that I didn't want
the emphasis to be on the story or the character design and animation, but I wanted the
overall look and composite of the film to be what grabs the audience. The more I thought
about this the more I realized how beneficial this would be for me because visual and
special effects was something that I was always interested in but was not something that
the Animation Depmiment had a specific class for. Also, so many science fiction movies
like the new Star Trek or Terminator films or Avatar, were live action films but relied
heavily in its visual effects (which is a form of animation) to malrn it look futuristic.
From then on I was sold on the idea that my characters wo.uld be real people and I
would then put them in a 3-D environment and make it look futuristic through visual
effects and work done when I composite my film during the post-production phase. I was
still stuck on the ending however, and it wasn't until close to the end of the semester
where I decided that the mindless drone would be one of many copies of herself (played
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by the same dancer) and that when she pulled the guy who is the power source out ofhis
station, all the other drones and the guy would shut down, but because she was able to
exist without being hooked up she would not die down. When everything powers down
except for herself, she then realizes what just happens and then takes the place ofthe guy
as the power source, but because ofwhat she learned and uses her knowledge and
awareness to make the machine better in some way.
T was finally happy with my story and after about 12 drafts ofmy animatic, I had
a good idea of what my film was going to look like by the end ofthe semester. During
this whole process, I had also started researching and talking to one ofmy professors,
Adriana Jaroszewicz, who has worked on visual effects films like Spiderman 3 and
Pirates ofthe Caribbean: Al World's End (to name a couple), to see what would be the
best and most efficient way to approach making this film. My process was a little
backwards from the rest ofmy peers because no one in the animation department has
ever attempted something like this before. Everyone had experience in the media they
were working in and I was learning what to do, how to use the programs, and trying to
make my film all at the same time. I had to cast for the live action roles in my film, get a
crew together, find a time to shoot on the green screen sound stage, start building my 3-D
set in the computer, and find everyone and anyone that was available to help me because
when I was figuring all this out, I knew there was no way I could possibly do this all by
myselfand get my film done in time. I had a lot to do and ideally, I would have gotten
my pre-production and production work (which included shooting all the footage I
needed with my dancers) by the end ofthe first semester. This, however, did not end up
happening. I was advised by my mentors Shane and Adriana that it is better to spend the

time in pre-production carefully planning everything and figuring out what needs to be
done so that when it comes time to do the work in production and post, it will go a lot
smoother and faster. By the end of the semester, I had completed my animatic, started
modeling my 3-D environment, had cast my two dancers for the roles of the cyborgs, and
met up a couple of times with David Karagainis, who had agreed to score my film, to
start getting ideas of what the soundtrack could be like for my film and how that would
assist in telling my story.

INTERFERENCE:
Production
Once I had made the decision to combine live action characters in a 3-D
enviro11111ent along with other animated visual effects, I knew that this would be the step I
would need the most help with because the concepts were so foreign to me as I have
never worked with filming live action and had virtually no idea of how to go about
getting this phase of my project done. This alone made me very nervous. I started the
production part of my film over my winter break by working on the choreography for my
dancers, contacting people to possibly crew my shoot, and watching countless hours of
instructional dvds on the best way to shoot on a green screen and how that can in turn
lead to successful and easy compositing in post-production.
From the beginning of my production stage, it was cause for stress. Everything
that could have gone wrong went wrong, but somehow it got done. Looking back at it, I
still can't believe that it did, but I had some wonderful people helping me out a long the
way. The first problem I ran into was finding a crew. Not many people who were film
production majors had experience shooting on a green screen and were not comfortable
shooting something that was so foreign to them. Those that did have some idea of what
to do were not available to work on my film because they had their own projects going on
at the time. I also had trouble booking the sound stage with the green screen because
priority went to film production majors and they were all busy shooting their films so I
had to book the only available days left, which was the weekend right before our spring
break in March. This was also not ideal because that gave me only four weeks in post
production (which is not a lot of time, especially since my film consisted mostly in its

compositing and visual effects). Unfortunately, I didn't have any other choice. The
problem with the weekend I had booked was that there were three other shoots that
weekend for film majors on location at places off campus, which meant that most of the
people that could have been on the crew for my shoot were now unavailable. This was
also the same weekend as the spring jazz extensive so the dancers I had cast could not do
it and it would be hard finding someone else who was available. I eventually found two
dancers who were LMU alumni who were available for the shoot. I had also found a
make-up artist tln·ough a Craig's List posting I had put up to work at the shoot to make
my dancers look like cyborgs. Things finally seemed to be coming together. Of course
usually that's when the ground falls from underneath your feet. . . which it seemingly did.
Four days before we started shooting, all except one person I had to crew my shoot pulled
out and said they couldn't do it anymore. There was no way I could shoot my film with
one person crewing the whole thing and there was no way I could reschedule my shoot
either. We finally found two people that could crew, which still wasn't ideal, but it was
enough to run the shoot. I went to go check the stage before the day of the shoot, and I
walked in to find that half of the stage and the entire floor was painted grey from the
people that were using it before me. I had to get the entire stage repainted before I started
my shoot the next morning. On top of that, my make-up artist I had hired for my shoot
called me the night before to tell me she was sick and couldn't make it and couldn't get a
hold of anyone to go in her place because it was close to midnight and we were scheduled
to start shooting at 9 am the next morning. I ended up doing the hair and make-up for my
dancers myself and directing the shoot at the same time I had two other people working
I

the camera, director of photography, lighting, and gaffing.

For everything that kept me on my toes and throwing me for a turn, the shoot
itself went surprisingly well. Everyone worked very efficiently and we got done early
both days of shooting my film. Looking back at everything that happened in preparation
for the shoot, I'm surprised that it all came together. It almost seems surreal but I was
lucky that the few people I had working on this project were fully committed, willing to
help and really believed in this film and what I was trying to accomplish with it.

INTERFERENCE:
Post-Production
After all the chaos that happened during production, it was a really good feeling
to be able to take my footage and get right to work. Even though I was still in the process
of learning and getting used to all the tools and computer programs at my disposal, I felt
more in my element, and most importantly for me, in control of when things get done
because the only schedule I needed to work around was my own. Post-production was by
far the most fun I had working on my film and also the most stressful (which I didn't
think was possible after everything that happened during the production phase). I t was
fun for me because I was getting to do the work I came here to do as an animation major.
The only drawback was that I was the only one who was doing something like this and
pioneering the concept of combining live action and animation in the animation
department here at LMU so I didn't have other people in the department that could help
me get things done.
The time that I had to composite and finish my film was what was so stressful. I
had originally planned to spend the entire second semester compositing but things came
up and I had to adjust which left me with five weeks to composite my film instead of
twelve. It was hard to see my progress and judge how much time everything was going
to take, not j usl because these were new concepts to me, but also because a film like this
is done in layers, and not scene by scene. For example, I couldn't work through one
scene and check it off a list and finish my film that way. I had to apply each step I did to
the entire film in layers.
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I started off by taking my raw footage and cutting the scenes together using Final
Cut Pro. I then exported each shot as an image sequence to make it easier to work with.
I used Nuke as my main compositing software of choice and because it is a node-based
program instead of a layer-based program like After Effects (which I have used for
previous projects) and it is easier and safer (in terms of quality) to work with image
sequences. After I had done this, I keyed out the green screen for each shot using an
automatic keyer at different frequencies using garbage mattes and masks. I then went
through and exported their corresponding shots of the 3-D environment from Maya's 3-D
camera to an image sequence as well. I was then able to composite my dancers into the
3-D environment. After doing this, I went through and color corrected the two plates so
that the dancers would look like they belonged in the scene. My next step, which ended
up taking most of my time, was to add all of the visual effects including any rotomation,
which had to be done frame by frame, any explosions or lightning effects, and so forth.
The final step in finishing the compositing was to do a final color correct pass to make
sure everything looks cohesive. Most of this work was done in Nuke, but I also used
Maya, After Effects, Houdini, and Boujou to complete all of this work.
After each pass, I would cut each shot into the Final Cut Pro file to make sure that
my film was looking and developing how I wanted it to. I would also add the most recent
version of my soundtrack as it was developed with David after I completed each pass.
Overall, this was a lot of work, especially for one person to complete in a year, even with
the help. I can't help but remember what one of my animation professors told me during
the screening of the senior thesis films. He was talking about how a lot of seniors this
year had really ambitious films and a lot of us bit off a little more than we could chew,
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but somehow managed to get done. He then went on to mention that he really thought I
wouldn't be able to finish my work for both majors in the four years and was surprised
that I still continued to be really ambitious and fight until the last minute to get done; that
I not only bit off more than I could chew, but "I had to eat the whole cow."
I can remember all the times that came up throughout my four years where I
really just wanted to quit and settle on one major because I was so completely
overwhelmed with everything that I had to get done. But then there would be that one
person that told me that I should choose one or the other, that it can't be done, and it
made me want to prove them wrong. It kept pushing me to continue to work hard, to
prove that it could be done, that all my hard work counted for something and that it
would pay off in the end. And it did. After everything that has happened these past four
years, all the ups and downs and breakdowns and highlights, I can say that I did it. I
don't know that I would ever try something like that again, but I am proud that I didn't
give up, and I made it through until the end. And when it comes time to walk across that
graduation stage, I can only just imagine what endless possibilities wait for me on the
other side knowing I accomplished the impossible.
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DANCE PERSPECTIVES REFLECTION:
Summary of Dance Studies
THEORY
DANC 260 Laban Movement A nalysis
• We learned how to write about movement and what we observed about
our own movement patterns and the patterns of others in a specific
language using symbols.
• We learned about the different ways movement could be broken apatt and
analyzed (shape, flow, etc.).
• We discovered our own personal patterns and habits for movement and
how we apply this to our dancing.
• We also worked on expanding our vocabulary of movement and add to our
repe1toire those movements/qualities that extend beyond our comfort
zone.
DANC 381 To Dance L1· Human
• We investigated the history and cultures of peoples and learned to
recognize movement as a universal language and to also recognize the
differences in movement between cultures.
• We leru·ned how to write intelligently about our observations when we
watch at1d experience the physical movement of people.
• We developed the skills to find and use multiple sources to conduct
research such as personal experience, written texts, media, dance, as well
as observation and listening skills.
• We learned about the connections that happen between people of different
cultures and how these connections influence dance and how the dance
influences those connections.
• We developed our own small community through the course of this class
in learning to respect our own individual experiences as well as learning
from the experiences of our peers.
DANC 480/481 Kinesiology
• We learned about joints and the direction of movement.
• We learned about the systems of the body (skeletal, musculatory, nervous,
etc.)
• We learned about common injuries to dancers and how to prevent them.
• We learned the name of structures in the body (bones and muscles) and
their functions and actions and leru·n ed how this information could be
applied and useful as a dancer.
• In learning about and understanding the way the body works and moves,
we became more intelligent and efficient movers as we applied this
knowledge to our dancing.

COMPOSITION
DANC 160/1 61 Fundamentals ofDance Composition Jill
• In this class we broke down the fundamentals of movement to some of its
most basic forms and explored how it can be manipulated.
• We learned different techniques for developing choreography through
such projects as our 'Sculpture Study'.
• We learned to develop material in groups, duets/trios, and by ourselves.
• We discovered certain elements/movement styles that we attribute to our
own movement and choreography and started our journey of self�
exploration and what it means for us to be a dancer/dance major here at
LMU.
• We started to develop a new vocabulary and understanding of how to talk
and write about dance.
DANC 262 Dance Styles and Forms
• We explored the choreographic process on a more in-depth level.
• We learned and explored different tools and method for creating and
developing movement through motifs and phrases developed by ourselves
and by our peers.
• We continued to learn how to speak about dance and what we observe in
an intelligent manner.
• We also spent a lot of time in this class working with David and learning
about how to find/use/listen to music and how important music is in
relation to movement and how that relationship will affect and audience's
experience of that movement.
DANC 498 SS: Choreographer's Workshop
• In this class, we focused on developing our own movement set on either
ourselves or other dancers to create a final product to be viewed by an
audience
• We continued to discuss and learn new ways of developing choreography
through motifs and structured improvisation.
• We also had the opportunity of presenting our finished work to the faculty
and our peers in some venue at the end of the course (whether it was the
student concert, senior showcase, or the in-studio showing).
• We also got to experience the process and bear witness to other people's
process and progress in developing a piece and spent time working with
our peers and mentors in order to bring out the best in ourselves.

TECHNIQUE
Ballet

Scot Heinzerling (DANC 420)
• We focused on the technical execution of simple and complex ballet
exercises.
• We used repetition frequently in this class as a tool to improve upon our
ballet skills.
• This class consisted of exercises done at the barre, in center, and across
the floor.
• We worked on improving our proprioception in order to advance to
becoming our own teacher (in a matter of speaking) in order to correct our
posture and alignment during class.
Tek/a Kostek (DANC 398, 420, 423)
• In these classes, we worked on improving our technique, placement, and
understanding of the body as known in classical ballet.
• We learned how the breath can manipulate the movement of the body and
how bringing awareness to the breath can also increase energy and the
flow of movements when dancing.
• We learned the importance of connecting the mind, body, and spirit in our
class work and learning to be present in the moment and focused on our
training rather than letting external forces/experiences influence how we
learn, work, and grow in our studies.
• We adchessed the needs of our own individual bodies and worked with
them to get the most out of our time in class rather than trying to be a
"cookie cutter" image of what we think we need to be/look like or what
we think the teacher wants us to be/look like. (For example, being aware
of the amount of external rotation that we have and how it can be used and
strengthened rather than forcing external rotation which could eventually
lead to injury.)

Jvfodern

Damon Rago (DANC 202)
• In this class we learned the foundation of modern dance teclmiques in
order to prepare us for our modern experience here at LMU.
• These techniques included such principals like head tail connection, body
half, and other ways of organizing and thinking about moving the body.
• We explored dancing to different tempos and also counting in other
measures besides the typical 4/4 time we are most comfortable with.
• We started exploring rise and fall, going in and out of the floor, and started
to experience inverting the body.
Yvette Wolff(DANC 302)
• This class was a continuation of Modern I I going more in depth on all the
basic modern techniques and principals.
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We started to explore the difference between what it felt to use bone
weight versus movement controlled by using strength in the muscles.
We also began to become more conscious of the points of initiation and
think more about what was influencing us to move a certain way.
We continued the exploration of time through different musical tempos
and sounds and how this changes how we execute our movements.

Chad Hall (DANC 402)
• This class emphasized on post-modern teclmiques and incorporated a
strong athletic foundation for the movement in this class.
• We also focused strongly on becoming comfortable m1d executing
correctly inversions and becoming comfortable with taking our bodies off
balance.
• We stmied to develop our improvisational skills more in this class and
worked towards making our own decisions about execution of
choreography when it came to perform combinations lemned in class.
• There was a strong emphasis in experiencing a fluid range of going in and
out of the floor as well as taking space not just on a horizontal and axial
plane but in the vertical plane as well.
Holly .Johnston (DANC 403, 404)
• We worked to continue to develop our technical foundation for supporting
strength and range of joint m·ticulation as the body encounters momentmn
and gravity takes the body off-center.
• We developed our eye for analyzing movement in functional/anatomical
and aesthetic perspectives.
• We worked on becoming more aware of time, space, and energy in our
dancing.
• We also worked on our improvisational skills.
• We worked on exploring more extreme pathways ofi�center as we flow in
and out of the floor.
• We also worked on our discipline in preparation for taking professional
level classes.
Jazz

Denise Leitner (DANC 345)
• We learned to be able to get rid of stylistic habits learned from our training
before coming to LMU; not to forget about it, but to be able to cleanly
execute another choreographer's movement without adding our own
influence to the movement that could make or break it when auditioning in
the professional world of dance.
• We lemned how to slate our name in an audition setting.
• We worked on our jazz technique and alignment.
• We worked on learning choreography in different jazz styles.

..
..

Paige Porter (DANC 398, 446)
• In these classes, we went more in depth focusing on alignment and how to
improve our technique through our warm-up and through repetition across
the floor.
• We also worked on the showmanship/performance aspect of our dance and
transferring that to our daily work so that when we are asked to perform, it
doesn't come across as a forced gesture.
• In 398 (workshop) we also as individuals picked one specific aspect of
dance to work on throughout the entire semester in order to see quick
results that might not occur at the same level as the work that occurs when
working on improving multiple aspects in a regular jazz class.
• Also, for the workshop, we helped our peers obtain their goals through a
buddy system set up by Paige Porter where we met and discussed our
work and used resources such as videotaping each other in class to track
our progress throughout the semester.
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i'vfike Esperanza (DANC 345)
• With the specific teaching styles of Mike Esperanza, we practiced being
able to pick up choreography and details quickly because of the fast pace
that he teaches at.
• There was also an emphasis on musicality in this class and we learned
how to match our movements not only to the timing that the
choreographer has set but to also encompass the mood/tone of the music
for each move executed in the choreography.
• We also continued to develop and improve upon our technical foundation
in our warm up, across the floor, and center exercises.
• We worked on our performance as well and what it meant to draw upon
our own experiences to emote to an audience rather than forcing what we
thought we should be feeling through our face and body language used
when executing choreography.
Jason Myhre (DANC 446)
• This class pushed us to the highest level of all aspects of dance including
technique, performance, and being able to pick up choreography quickly.
• This class helped to prepare us for auditioning in the commercial dance
world i n Los Angeles by exposing us to various styles of jazz as well as
various teachers/working professionals in the industry.
• We also learned through the taping of our individual of performances of
combinations in class how to improve ourselves and also to learn how we
look dancing on camera (which is also very important when auditioning as
a professional dancer, not just in jazz either).
• We were also exposed to multiple styles and intense training through the
spring jazz extensive and also through the PLUNGE workshop put on by
the jazz department at LMU.
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World

Holly Johnston (DANC 3 76)
• We built a strong physical practice of asana's, based on various sequences
used in Ashtanga, Anusara, Iyenger, and Hatha yoga systems.
• We analyzed the benefits of each asana from both a functional/anatomical
and psychological perspective as well as from a personal point of view.
• We strived towards producing an active self with a sensitivity to our own
body's balance and well being.
• We worked towards becoming a practitioner who can systematically
create their own program of conditioning, therapy, and rehabilitation
through the practice of asanas.
• We learned the philosophical principles of Yoga.

OTHER
DANC 353 Dance Conditioning: Pila/es Lab
• This class was designed to benefit the dancer's individual needs and to
specifically improve upon areas of wealmess.
• We learned how to use the reformer correctly and all the different ways it
can be used in order to strengthen, tone, and stretch our bodies.
• We improved on our ability to find and adjust our bodies into correct
alignment in order to transfer this information in our work in other
teclmique classes and to practice being an efficient and intelligent dancer.
DANC 380/382 Music .for Dance/Drumming.for Dance
• We worked towards acquiring skills in order to understand the principals
of drumming.
• We were challenged to improve our ability to learn, analyze, and execute
rhythmic patterns.
• We worked towards further developing our musical and rhythmic clarity,
as well as phrasing.
• We expanded our knowledge of keeping time, the overall pattern of time,
and the many forms of subdividing time.
DANC 498/462 Sr. Thesis Prep/lvfentorship
• In this class, in order for preparing to graduate, we finalize our ideas and
work on a final project.
• We also work on correct writing/citing skills necessary in the work world
in case we need to write a grant proposal (as one example).
• We also use this time to prepare/put together what we will need to work in
the dance industry once we graduate (i.e. headshot, resume, etc.).
• We also learn about all of our options with a BA in Dance and the
different career paths (or a continued education) we can choose to pursue
after graduation.
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DANC 279/479 Rehearsal & Performance JIii
• We worked with faculty/guest teachers in their process of producing a
piece for the annual faculty concert at LMU.
• We get to experience what it is like to go through an audition process and
also what it is like to work with a choreographer and sec their process of
creating a piece for a concert setting.
• We also get to work in an environment with our peers towards the
common goal of perfecting choreography set on us by a professional
choreographer.
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Kris Engelstad
Sr. Thesis
Dance Perspectives Paper
November 22, 2009
Translating Abilities Between Artforms: Specifically Between Animation and Dance
Underlying all animation is the goal of creating the illusion of life. Contrary to
what some people may think, the concept of animation has been around long before
Saturday morning cartoons and even before the television was invented. Summarizing a
short history lesson from Professor Burchfield (2007, October 1 1 ), as the hm11an race was
evolving, we were making paintings on cave walls sometimes drawing animals with four
pairs of legs to indicate motion. The ancient Egyptians had columns of figures and
walking from one end to the other, they would progressively change position. The
ancient Greeks decorated their pots with stages of action and spinning the pot would
create the sense of motion. Societies from around the world have incorporated the idea of
movement into their artwork and these ways of representing movement have become
signatures of these cultures. In the book The Animator's Survival Kit Williams (2001 )
goes on with this historical count of the origin of animation:
I n 1 824 Peter Mark Roget discovered (or rediscovered, since it was known in
classical times) the vital principle, ' the persistence of vision'. This principle rests
on the fact that our eyes temporarily retain the image of anything they've just
seen. If this wasn't so, we would never get the illusion of an unbroken connection
in a series of images, and neither movies nor animation would be possible.
This principle can be demonstrated by many optical illusions, one being the
Thaumatrope. The Thaumatrope is the cardboard disk that is mounted on top or held
between two pieces of string and most commonly a bird cage is drawn on one side of the
disk and a bird on the other. When the strings are pulled, the disk spins and the two
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images merge and the bird appears to be in the cage. Another optical illusion that is
important to animators even today is that of the flip book. The flip book is just a pad of
drawings and when flipped, the result is animation or the illusion of continuous action
(Williams 200 1 ). Even classical animators today still flip through their drawings in the
same way someone would use a flip book before they test it on film in order to get the
approximate timing of the action and will also help the animator spot any errors or spots
where drawings might need to be altered.
Animation exists in time. This fact alone strongly connects the art of animation to
dance because dance also exists in time (as well as in space and energy). Animation
consists of a series of drawings that are seen over a period of time, and it is where these
drawings are placed in time that will affect how the audience experiences an animated
sequence or film. A person can tell how good an animator's work is not because the
miwork or medium used to create their work is exceptional, but rather how well they
have timed out their animation to create a realistic and believable sense of movement.
One choreographic device that a choreographer can use to create a work is to manipulate
timing of the movement. This same manipulation of timing is what an animator does
except on a more precise level, which is done in frames rather than beats. For the non
animator, there are 24 frames per second (fps) for film and changing a pose from holding
four frames instead of six can make all the difference, even though it is only a fraction of
a second difference. A person absolutely does not have to be a technically skilled artist
to become a successfol animator. 'To animate' literally means to make alive or to give
life to and that's exactly what an animator's job is to do; to create the illusion of life.
There are six main principles of animation which include squash and stretch, anticipation,
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ease in ease out, secondary action, staging, and timing. If an animator uses these
principals in their animation, they will successfully create a form which will appear to be
alive. It is important for an animator to constantly apply and practice these principals
because they still apply to all animation no matter how advanced the technology for
producing these images becomes or what medium the image is created in. Squash and
stretch applies the idea that to give more life to a form, it must be manipulated and
exaggerated in a way that supports the movement. An example that is commonly used
and is usually one of the first exercises that animators practice is animating a bouncing
ball. When the ball bounces from one side of the screen to the other and as it makes
contact with the smface it is bouncing off of: the ball will be elongated and drawn flat
like a pancake (how flat will depend upon the material of the ball) and as the ball rises
and falls it will be elongated vertically. I t is only at the top of the arc, between rise and
fall, where the bouncing ball will be drawn as a geometrical circle. If an animator were
to draw a walk cycle of a person posed out as if each drawing replicated a snapshot of
that person at different points in their walk without using squash and stretch, the
character would look very stiff as it walked. By using squash and stretch, an animator
exaggerates the arc, or the rise and fall that is created by the bending and straightening of
the legs as the figme walks. This technique creates a sense of weight and flexibility and
circularity (Johnston 1 9 8 1 ). If this element is used to its extreme in animation, the
outcome will have a comical effect for the audience. Anticipation is also a critical
element to implement when animating a form because it prepares the audience for an
action that is about to happen (Williams 2001 ). Just as a dancer uses their plie before
jumping into the air, an animator uses anticipation to set up and support the main action
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that is to follow. Any action that takes place will have some degree ofanticipation.
While watching an animated form, the viewer will most likely not notice the animated
frmnes ofanticipation because this is what makes the movement look natural and real.
One ofthe easiest ways to see anticipation in animation is the example ofthe old bugs
bunny cmioons where a character will take a huge "prep" or wind up like the roadrunner
before he takes off running. The principle ofease in and case out is most simply
described and lmderstood by stating Newton's first law of motion:
An object ai: rest will remain at rest unless it is acted on by an unbalanced
force. An object in motion continues in motion with the sm11e speed and
in the same direction unless it is acted on by an unbalanced force.
(TheFreeDictionary by Farlex 2009)
Simply put, the natural tendency ofobjects is to keep doing what they are doing. This is
applied to animation by the principal ofease in ease out because as an action starts an
object or person will be moving slower and then accelerate and also ifan object or person
is already in motion, there will have to be a deceleration before that object/person
changes its action or stops completely. This means that there will be more drawings at
the beginning ofan action and the end/change ofan action and fewer drawings in the
middle ofthe action. Fewer drawings make the action faster and more drawings make
the action slower. When there is an ease in and ease out to the action, the motions are
softened and make the form more life-like. The principle ofthe secondary action brings a
texture and richness to the form/figure that is being animated. The secondary action is
exactly what its name implies; it is the action that comes secondary to the main action
(Johnston 1 98 1 ). For example, ifthe figure being animated is a girl turning her head to
look at something, the secondary action would be the action/path ofher hair. The
movement ofthe hair is not going to occur at the same time as the head turns but will
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start a few frames after the head starts to turn and will also take time to move and then
settle. There will most likely be many secondary actions to support a single action of a
character and all secondary actions should work together and flow together to support the
main action (Williams 2001 ). Staging is also extremely important to keep in mind in
animation the same way as it is in dance. In animation, the staging refers to how each
pose is set up in the frame as well as how the camera shot and camera angle supports the
action that is taking place. There is limited time in a film (especially animated films) and
every shot and action that takes place in the film should move the story forward and
either directs the audience's eyes to something that is important or gives new information
about the progression of the story. It is important that the animator does not confuse the
audience by using three actions when one will convey the same thing (Johnston 1 9 8 1 ).
Timing is one of the most important ideas in animation and a good sense of timing comes
with practice and experimentation. The more drawings there are between poses, the
slower and smoother the action will be, and also the fewer drawings there are in between
poses, the faster the action will be. Most animation is done on ones or twos. "Ones"
meaning that there is a drawing for every single frame . . . most films are 24 fps, 60
seconds in a minute, a feature film is about 90 minutes, that comes out to 129,600
drawings for a 90 minute film. Animating on twos is similarly a drawing for every two
frames of a film. An animator can use a vm'iation of slow and fast movements, animating
on ones, twos, or threes, and this will add interest and texture to the scene that is being
animated.
All these principles that help an animator to create the illusion of life, are also
found in the dance world, especially when a dancer is choreographing. A choreographer
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cannot actually manipulate and change the physical shape and structure of a dancer like
an animator can do to a character, but a choreographer can manipulate shape and the
clements of effort (space, time, weight, and flow). The principle of staging can be related
to space, the principle of timing can (obviously) be related to time, the principle of
squash and stretch cm1 be related to weight, illld the principle of illlticipation and
secondary action can be related to flow. In reality, an animator is just as much a
choreographer as a dilllcer is, with the only difference being what type of medium is
being used. Animators use hand and digital drawings, 3-D objects, clay, and many other
things when it comes to experimental animation where a dancer uses the human body. In
both cases, there is a thought process that goes into how to manipulate a form in such a
way that will creatively express an idea.
A filmmaker by the name of Sergei Eisenstein created a historical film in 1 938
called, Alexander Nevsky. The way in which Eisenstein went about creating this film is
an exmnple (not in pmiicular dance and lllimation) but how there are key ideas used in
the creation of all artforms and understanding how these ideas are applied in these
different artforms, a person can use this knowledge to create a stunning work of art that
can be understood illld appreciated by all miists (whether it's an animator, dancer, fine
artist, photographer or painter). Eisenstein created what he called "rhythm drawings" by
which he meticulously drew out images corresponding to the music and also a gesture
drawing indicating the graphic structures (musically illld emotionally) (Nesbet 2003) .
These ve1iical montages allowed him to create what looked like a landscape of music and
corresponding images and gestures of movement and tone throughout the film. This
concept of 'picture thinking' allowed Eisenstein to create one of the most profound and
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exceptional creations in cinematography and is considered so even today (Ncsbet 2003) .
This crossover between mediums and ideas of thinking allowed Eisenstein to push the
boundaries of cinematography to create a true work of art because he increased his
knowledge to understand more that just the technical aspects of cinematography, but also
what concepts allow for a musician, filmmaker, and animator to successfully create their
art and express themselves.
For dancers continuing to learn and perfect their craft in an institute of higher
education, there are certain habits/learned practices and knowledge they obtain in their
education that key in to the way the human body moves, functions and organizes itself.
People who aren't dancers aren't always aware of how the body moves and where
movement is initiated from. Even as something as simple as walking is seen consisting
of two "parts"; step right and step left. The attention isn't always brought to what
happens in between, if the body is being carried and led with the hips, or the chest or the
head (all of which imply a different feeling or personality trait as the person walks).

I

Becoming aware of this embodiment and knowing how to manipulate movement can
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benefit the animator specifically because then the animator can manipulate the figure in
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information about the personality of their character. If a dancer were told to walk across
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animator could key into all these details about how the body can be organized (not just to
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their drawings, and along with applying the main principles of animation, effectively
convey a certain attitude in order to help develop their character and give the audience

the floor conveying confidence, immediately they would stand tall on their legs lifting out
of their hips, lifting the chest and chin, and take long strides when walking. If an

be structurally correct) but also to convey a certain characteristic, they could add a whole
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other dimension to their animation. Many times, animators spend years practicing, and
thrnugh trial and error, arrive to produce a walk cycle that conveys confidence. If these
animators could focus in on and isolate everything that is h appening on an internal level
when they walk confidently, then they wouldn't h ave to spend time guessing how to
make a character look like they are walking confidently, but rather know how to move
the figure to appear confident. Another important condition that dancers are constantly
practicing in all styles and classes is a sense of rhythm. Even when dancers are just
walking down a sidewalk, there is a sense of rhythm to their steps. This rhythm comes so
naturally that it has become second nature to them and they don't have to think about it.
Animators are constantly creating a rhythm through the use of timing and spacing (how
many drawings they use for m1 action and how it is timed out will either make the action
fast or slow). Again, like conveying emotions, animators often go through a process of
trial and error to correctly convey a certain rhythm they want and after years of practice,
this becomes more of a second nature. However, if an animator was trained in dance and
was already practicing and perfecting a sense of rhythm, then the animator wouldn't need
to spend as much time in trial and error and become more efficient in their work m1d the
use of their time. This understanding of how creating art between forms can be
interrelated will in tum help an artist to further their understanding in their own genre and
be able to express themselves to their fullest potential.
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AESTHETIC STATEMENT:
A Reflection
I came to LMU from a family of four living in Lisle, Illinois. It is curious to think
how both myself and my younger sister, Megan, started dancing and finding so many
ways to express ourselves creatively in our lives because both of my parents arc computer
engineers. My parents have always been extremely supportive of my dancing and I don't
think there has been a competition or recital or show that they haven't been to. Even
though I have been in dance classes since I was three and it has become such a part of my
life, I was taught that my education comes first. Because of the work ethic that my
parents instilled in me growing up, it comes second nature for me to strive for nothing
less than my best in every aspect of my life whether it is school or dance or anything else
that I decide I want to accomplish it.
My first major here at LMU is Animation with my second major being Dance. I
remember during my freshman year here, both professors in the Animation department
and in the Dance department told me that these majors alone are very time consuming
and require a lot of commitment and dedication, that no one before myself has been a
double major in these two fields, and that my next four years would involve a lot of hard
work and require a lot of my time and dedication. Some people even suggested that I
consider changing one of my majors to a minor, but I knew when I first came here I
wanted to double major, and once I make up my mind to do something, I do it. I have
always been one of those people who, no matter how hard they tried to take a break or
relax, every minute of every day was filled doing something, and that definitely didn't
change when I got to college. I am also one of those people that puts their heart and soul
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into everything they do, never settling for less than my best and while this is something I
pride myself on, it also can be overwhelming as I take on so much as it is in my nature.
When I first came here, four years seemed like such a long time to be at school, and I
couldn't wait until it was done so I could pursue my dream of a professional career in the
con1111crcial dance industry. It was hard at first, especially, because I had some close
friends my age that I grew up dancing with that were out in L.A. dancing professionally
and I wanted so badly to be doing what they were doing. After my first semester here, it
was clear to me that my experiences here would be invaluable and not only helps me
expand and develop my education and training, but I would grow intellectually,
emotionally, and spiritually as I become an adult preparing to enter the working world.
I have found that my most profound learning moment here at LMU was in my
Animation 1 20 class, where I first learned the basic principles of animating. There was
no fancy programs or tools, just a pencil, paper, and our minds, and it was in this class
where I first discovered what a strong connection animation and dance have as art forms.
This experience for me was the catalyst and the motivation for my continued work
throughout the rest of my years here at this university. I think the most important thing
that I have received from my experience here as a dance major has been exploring and
learning about the creative process and how to develop new movement. Over these past
four years I have been developing my creative voice as a choreographer by setting pieces
for the student concerts here at LMU, by setting pieces for a pre-professional company
back home, and by teaching numerous workshops and classes in both the Los Angeles
and Chicago-land areas. I wish to continue developing my choreographic voice using
these tools to explore movement in the hopes of someday reaching one of my long-term

life goals of becoming an internationally known choreographer. Coming in to LMU's
dance department, I came from the dance competition and convention circuit which had a
strong emphasis in ballet, jazz, lyrical, and hip hop training. One style that was
completely foreign to me was modern and throughout my training in modern and post
modern technique, it has had the most influence on my movement creation. After
graduation, I plan on pursuing a career performing and choreographing in the commercial
dance industry. I want to try my hand in everything from tours to industrials to music
videos to commercials and film. I also plan on continuing my work combining dance and
live action with animation and visual effects as my medium and media. Eventually I also
hope to produce more independent films as well as working on bigger proj ects such as
feature films.
I have learned that through the exploration different ways of combining dance and
animation, all art forms (whether its dance or animation or music or drawing or
photography or fashion) are all connected through their creative process of development,
and to better understand one form to it's full potential, it is beneficial to explore other
forms as well. I have been able to accomplish many things here at LMU by means of
exploring different mediums of art. I have choreographed two pieces for the student
concerts for the dance department, one in the spring of 2008 and one in the spring of
2009. I was awarded Best Animation for my short film. "The Right Moves" in LMU's
Film Outside the Frame film festival in fall of 2008. I have also been awarded "Best
Concept" for my artwork titled "Make Light" entered in the Drawing Circus here at LMU
in the fall of 2009. I have been a member of the student run dance organization LB.
Modern for the past four years and was recently made president of this organization in
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my senior year. I also was fortunate to also participate in the 2008 Video Music Awards
for Rihanna with other dance majors from LMU as well as other dancers outside this
dance department. As I near the end of my four years here at LMU, I look back and I
have put in a lot of work and time into discovering and developing myself as a dancer, as
an animator, and as a person. As I graduate and leave this institution, I know my
education and training will not end upon receiving my diploma, but I will continue to use
everything I have learned here in order to keep growing as an artist.
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MOVING TO A NEW CITY:
Tokyo, Japan
During my time here at LMU, I have also spent time outside ofmy studies at
school training at professional studios around the Los Angeles area which include Debbie
Reynolds Dance Studio, EDGE, and Millenium Dance Complex. One thing that I have
noticed at all these studios is how many people come from all over the world to train at
these studios. I have met so many amazing dancers from all over the world including
people from Japan, Australia, Germany, London, and Africa. When I meet these people I
sometimes wonder what it would be like to go to train internationally in some of those
places as well. !f l did ever travel to continue my training as a professional dancer, my
first choice would be to go and train in Tokyo, Japan. I am interested in what it would be
like to move to Tokyo to dance not just because the commercial dance scene there is
similar to that of LA which is something that T would look for but also because it's a
culture I would like to experience at some point in my life.
Because I am interested in pursuing a commercial dance career here in Los
Angeles after graduating, I narrowed my research to encompass what it would take to
pursue a similar career and lifestyle in Tokyo. In my research, I have come across some
professional studios that are similar to the ones I have taken class at in L.A. In order to
continue my training in hip hop and commercial dance, which would be similar to the
type of classes that Debbie Reynolds and Millenium offer, there is the International
Dance Academy (IDA), Dance Music Entertainment (DME), Tipness, and Studio 55, all
of which are located in Tokyo. For training in jazz technique and ballet there is also a
Broadway Dance Center (BDC) in Tokyo similar to the one in New York City.
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While researching the general living conditions at www.tokyo-top-guide.com, I
discovered that the weather and seasons in Tokyo is fairly similar to that ofLos Angeles.
The weather in Tokyo would not deter me from moving there because the climate is
generally warm. Even in their winter season, the coldest temperatures average to be
about 40 degrees Fahrenheit. The only major drawback is that the climate can be
unpredictable at times, especially in September which is Tokyo's typhoon season.
Besides, traveling by car, Tokyo also has a very impressive subway system that can get a
person almost anywhere they need to get to in the city.
Japan's culture is very important and there is a certain etiquette that most
Westerners are not aware of. While on the site www.tokyo-top-guide.com, I learned
about some common mistakes that are made. For example, when invited to a Japanese
house, it is a tradition to bring a small present. Bowing is a very important custom in
their culture as well. It expresses respect, thanking, apologizing, greeting and so on .
When it comes to bowing, it can be seen as an art form in itselfbecause the etiquette is
very complex where the depth and length ofthe bow depends on the social status or the
age ofthe person you bow to. Another common mistake is that a person is not supposed
to turn their back to someone with higher status, even ifthat person is saying goodbye.
Another important etiquette tip is when a person is addressing someone, it is essential
that they attatch 'san ' to their last name (but this is not necessary with kids). Staring into
another person' s eyes is also a big no-no in Japan's culture. Even in crowded places,
people avoid making eye contact in order to give the people around them their privacy.
Another important thing to remember is to remove your shoes when entering Japanese
houses and this may also be the case in some restaurants. The Japanese in general are a
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very reserved people, and showing extreme emotions would be very out of place. They
also don't normally show affection in public. Actions such as kissing, hugging, and
holding hands are rarely seen and even a pat on the back is unacceptable in a public
place.
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According to www.answers.yahoo.com, Tokyo is now rated the 5th most
expensive city in the world to live in. Rent can be pricy, but it is similar to that in Los
Angeles. For example, a person could find a place to live in Tokyo for about $700 per
month plus other fees when first moving in. I had the opportunity to speak with some
dancers from Tokyo and they told me that to stay there for about three months would
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probably be about $5,000. Even in today's economy, securing a job in three months is
not an impossible task. There are agencies to represent dancers in Tokyo, but in order to
be able to work in the entertainment industry when I am not a citizen, I would need to get
a work visa.
Another thing that attracts me to Tokyo specifically is that in the city, you could
be surrounded by an Americanized pop culture with brand names and a high fashion city
life and then you could travel 20 minutes outside the city and be surrounded by cherry
blossom trees and people living a very quiet and traditional Japanese lifestyle secluded
from any type of Americanization that the city adopts. It is a personal goal of mine that I
will one day, if not move to Tokyo for an extended time, to visit there at least once.

Resources:
Answers on Yahoo. http://answers.yahoo.com/
Broadway Dance Center Tokyo. http://www.b-d-c.jp
Dance Music Entertaimnent. http://www.dme-nyc.com
International Dance Academy. http://www.idaiapan.co.jp
Tipness. http://www.tipness.co.jp/
Tokyo Top Guide. http://www.tokyo-top-guide.com/

